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The moving light lok system was analyzed with respet to the orientation of the wavefront of the
light pulse observed in the moving and stationary frames of referene. The plane wavefront of the
light pulse was oriented horizontally in both the frames. The wavefront observed in the stationary
frame was not perpendiular to the diretion of the light pulse propagation. This showed dierent
harateristis of the light pulse than that assumed in the Lorentz fator derivation. Aording to
the horizontal orientation of the wavefront, veloity c was determined as the vertial omponent of
the light pulse motion observed in the stationary frame. Appliation of this veloity distribution
in the Lorentz fator derivation showed the same travel time for the light pulse observed in the
moving and stationary frames of referene. The moving light lok system was therefore found to be
unsuitable for the Lorentz fator derivation and illustration of time dilation, and shown to illustrate
the relativity of the observation of light rather than the relativity of time.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Lorentz fator plays a fundamental role in rela-
tivisti alulations. It an be derived in several ways
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14℄, neverthe-
less, the method of the moving light lok [15℄ is used
in many textbooks and relativity ourses. Therefore, it
is important to analyze all aspets of the appliability of
this method.
Two frames of referene are onsidered in this deriva-
tion. Frame S is stationary and frame S′ moves along the
x-axis of frame S with uniform veloity v. The light lok
is arranged vertially in frame S′ (Fig. 1a). It onsists
of two mirrors between whih the light pulse emitted in
frame S′ travels in vauum bak and forth. An observer
in frame S′ observes the distane traversed by the light
pulse between the mirrors as y′ and the travel time as
t′. An observer in frame S (Fig. 1b) observes the dis-
tane as d and the time as t. Aording to the postulate
of invariane of the speed of light, the light pulse trav-
els in vauum with veloity c regardless of the frame of
referene. Thus, distane y′ an be expressed as ct′ and
distane d as ct. Sine distane d is greater than y′ then
ct > ct′ and hene t > t′. This means that the time
Figure 1: The moving light lok observed in the moving (a)
and stationary (b) frame of referene.
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in whih the light pulse travels the distane between the
mirrors is longer in frame S than in frame S′. By equat-
ing distanes y′ and y we have ct′ =
√
(ct)2 − (vt)2 and
we an alulate the Lorentz fator γ = 1/
√
1− v2/c2.
This paper is intended to analyze the moving light
lok system in relation to the orientation of the wave-
front of the light pulse observed in the moving and sta-
tionary frames of referene.
II. ORIENTATION OF THE WAVEFRONT OF
THE LIGHT PULSE IN THE MOVING LIGHT
CLOCK SYSTEM
The light pulse applied in the moving light lok sys-
tem travels the distane between the mirrors without dis-
persion and remains unhanged in form. It means that
the light of the light pulse is ollimated. Therefore, the
light pulse traveling between the mirrors in vauum an
be haraterized by a plane wavefront whih is perpen-
diular to the wave normal and to the diretion of the
light pulse propagation. This harateristi of the light
orresponds to a laser beam and hene the light pulse
applied in the light lok is usually desribed as a laser
pulse. Aording to the priniple of relativity, this har-
ateristis of the light pulse must be valid in any inertial
referene frame.
The light pulse observed in frame S′ travels verti-
ally between the mirrors and its wavefront is parallel
to the surfae of the mirrors (Fig. 2a). The horizontally
oriented wavefront will also be observed horizontally in
frame S (Fig. 2b), beause the speed of relative motion
of frame S′ is zero in the diretion y. Hene, oordi-
nates y′ and y of any point of the wavefront must have
the same values as observed in both the referene frames.
From the same reason, the horizontal orientation of the
mirrors is not inuened by the motion of frame S′. (See
Appendix for additional disussion of the orientation of
the wavefront.)
It an be seen that the orientation of the wavefront of
the light pulse observed in frame S is not perpendiu-
2Figure 2: The orientation of the wavefront of the light pulse
in the moving light lok system observed in the moving (a)
and stationary (b) frame of referene.
Figure 3: The orientation of the wavefront of the light pulse
emitted in the moving light lok system (a) and in the sta-
tionary frame of referene (b), as observed in the stationary
frame.
lar to the diretion of the light pulse propagation (Fig.
3a). The light pulse therefore does not orrespond to the
harateristis of laser light traveling in vauum. Suh a
situation, where the wavefront of the light pulse is per-
pendiular to the diretion of propagation, ours for the
light pulse emitted in the stationary frame of referene
along path d, independently of the moving light lok sys-
tem (Fig. 3b). In both the ases the orientation of the
wavefront is determined by the orientation of the emit-
ter during emission. The distanes traveled in both ases
are the same, but the light pulses annot be onsidered
idential beause of the dierent wavefront orientations.
This shows the omplex harater of the light pulse mo-
tion observed in the moving light lok system in frame
S. In this ase the motion of the light pulse annot be
treated as an independent motion. It is a visual summa-
tion of two independent motions  the light pulse moving
in relation to frame S′ and frame S′ moving in relation
to frame S. Therefore, it annot be said that the light
pulse travels distane d in frame S with veloity c, as
it is assumed in the Lorentz fator derivation, beause
the light pulse observed in frame S does not orrespond
to the harateristis of the light pulse traveling in va-
uum. We an only state that the motion of the light pulse
and the motion of frame S′ form in frame S an image of
the light pulse haraterized by the wavefront oriented
not perpendiularly to the diretion of propagation, and
moving along path d.
Figure 4: The veloity distribution of the light pulse emitted
in the moving light lok system (a) and in the stationary
frame of referene (b), as observed in the stationary frame.
III. VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE
MOVING LIGHT CLOCK SYSTEM
Sine the plane wavefront of the light pulse traveling in
vauum is perpendiular to the diretion of propagation,
and the light pulse propagates in vauum with veloity c,
this means that veloity c is perpendiular to the wave-
front of the light pulse. It shows that the orientation of
veloity c is losely related to the orientation of the wave-
front. Beause of the priniple of relativity, this relation
must be valid in any inertial referene frame.
For the moving light lok system observed in frame
S, this means that veloity c is the vertial omponent of
the motion of the light pulse (Fig. 4a). The omponent
veloity v is in this ase not related to the motion of the
light pulse. It is a result of the movement of frame S′ in
relation to frame S only, and any hange in veloity of
frame S′ will aet it.
This veloity distribution diers from the assumptions
of the Lorentz fator derivation, where veloity c is sup-
posed to our along path d (Fig. 1b). Suh a situation,
where veloity c is oriented along path d and is perpen-
diular to the wavefront of the light pulse, ours for the
light pulse emitted in the stationary frame of referene,
independently of the moving light lok system (Fig. 4b).
In this ase the omponent veloity v is related to the
motion of the light pulse only  no movement of any ref-
erene frame in relation to frame S an inuene it.
IV. DISCUSSION
The analysis of the orientation of the wavefront of the
light pulse in the moving light lok system shows that
the horizontally oriented wavefront observed in frame S′
will also be observed horizontally in frame S (Fig. 2).
The light pulse observed in the stationary frame is har-
aterized by the wavefront oriented not perpendiular to
the diretion of propagation. This shows the omplex
harater of the light pulse motion observed in frame S.
The motion observed in frame S along path d is a visual
summation of the motions of the light pulse in relation
to frame S′ and frame S′ in relation to frame S.
Aording to the horizontal orientation of the wave-
front in frame S it an be seen, that the veloity distri-
3bution with vetor c oriented vertially (Fig. 4a) should
be applied in the Lorentz fator derivation. In this ase
we have ct′ =
√
(vdt)2 − (vt)2, whih leads to t
′ = t. It
means that the travel time of the light pulse is the same
in the moving and stationary frames of referene. The
ourrene of veloity vd greater than c does not mean
exeeding the speed of light by the light pulse in this ase,
beause the motion observed in frame S along path d is
not an independent motion of the light pulse.
Both the omplex harater of the observation of the
light pulse in frame S and the veloity distribution result-
ing from the horizontal orientation of the wavefront of the
light pulse show that the moving light lok system is un-
suitable for the Lorentz fator derivation and illustration
of time dilation. The analysis presented in this paper
suggests that the moving light lok system presents an
argument for the simple emission theory rather than the
speial relativity theory, and illustrates the relativity of
the observation of light rather than the relativity of time.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The plane wavefront of the light pulse in the moving
light lok system is oriented horizontally both in the
moving and stationary frames of referene. The light
pulse observed in the stationary frame is haraterized
by the wavefront oriented not perpendiular to the dire-
tion of propagation. It shows dierent harateristis of
the light pulse than that assumed in the Lorentz fator
derivation.
The horizontal orientation of the wavefront observed
in the stationary frame of referene allows to determine
the veloity distribution of the light pulse with vertially
oriented veloity c. Appliation of this veloity distri-
bution in the Lorentz fator derivation shows that the
travel time of the light pulse is the same in the moving
and stationary frames of referene.
The analysis of the moving light lok system in rela-
tion to the orientation of the wavefront of the light pulse
shows that the moving light lok system is unsuitable
for the Lorentz fator derivation and illustration of time
dilation. The moving light lok system illustrates the
relativity of the observation of light rather than the rel-
ativity of time.
Appendix: HORIZONTAL ORIENTATION OF
THE WAVEFRONT
The horizontal orientation of the wavefront observed
both in the moving and stationary frames of referene
an also be veried as follows.
The moving light lok system an be modied so that
seletive reetion mirrors are applied, whih reet only
the light with a wavefront parallel to the mirror surfae.
When the modied light lok remains stationary in re-
lation to frame S, the observers in both the referene
frames agree that the plane wave of the light pulse reahes
the mirror parallel to its surfae (Fig. 5a).
Figure 5: The moving light lok with seletive reetion mir-
rors, as observed in frame S: (a) the light lok remaining
stationary in relation to frame S; (b) the light lok moving
in relation to frame S, with the wavefront oriented not hor-
izontally; () the light lok moving in relation to frame S,
with the wavefront oriented horizontally.
In this ase the reetion will our and the observers
will observe the light pulse traveling bak and forth be-
tween the mirrors. However, when the light lok starts
moving along the x-axis of frame S, we an onsider two
possibilities with regard to the observation of the wave-
front in frame S  the rst one with the slanted wavefront
(Fig. 5b), and the seond one with the wavefront oriented
horizontally (Fig. 5).
In the rst ase, the wavefront of the light pulse reahes
the mirror in frame S not parallel to its surfae (Fig.
5b), and onsequently the reetion annot our. This
means that any motion of the light lok along the x-
axis, even with only minimal veloity, should exlude the
reetion of the light pulse in frame S. At the same time,
the observer in frame S′ will observe the light pulse as
reeting between the mirrors, beause the angle of ini-
dene of the light pulse observed in frame S′ annot be
inuened by any motion of the light lok in relation to
frame S. Thus, the assumption of the non-horizontal ori-
entation of the wavefront leads to a paradoxial situation
where the reetion of the light pulse an be observed in
one frame of referene but not in the other.
The exlusion of reetion observed in frame S does
not our in the seond ase, in whih the horizontally
oriented wavefront reahes the mirror parallel to the sur-
fae (Fig. 5). In this ase the motion of the light pulse
and its reetion an be observed in both the referene
frames. In fat, the reetion takes plae in frame S′,
and in frame S it is only an observation.
Therefore, the plane wavefront observed in the moving
light lok system is shown to be oriented horizontally in
both the moving and stationary frames of referene.
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